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Reviewer's report:

This paper assesses the quality of the death notification system in Antananarivo. The paper is well presented and highlights that such systems could be used more widely in other cities in Madagascar and potentially cities in other African countries. The paper is topical as countries strive to attain better CRVS data and identify new techniques and systems to improve notification. The data provide interesting comparisons to GBD, not least the difference in the apparent rate of the epidemiological transition compared to GBD models for the country as a whole.

The paper compares city register data to GBD 2016. The authors state that the the GBD Study had access to death counts from the same registers, from 1984 to 1995, and that this is not therefore equivalent to validating independent data series. The understanding is that there were few other data sources available to the GBD Study in those years and GBD output was modelled predominantly on the city registers. The sentence starting in line 141 states that the register data are more likely to be consistent with GBD in those earlier years than when they are compared to later GBD models for the whole country. This appears to understate the importance of GBD being modelled on the registers and how this influences the output, particularly in figure 4, and subsequent discussion of these interesting data. This should be clarified or emphasised and the lack of independent comparison data (which may indeed not be available) stated as a limitation of the study.

Typing correction in line 169 should read: medical personnel
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